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Abstract: Neem oil is obtained from the seeds of the tree Azadirachta indica. Its chemical
composition is very complex, being rich in terpenoids and limonoids, as well as volatile
sulphur modified compounds. This work focused on the evaluation of a component of the
whole Neem oil obtained by methanolic extraction and defined as MEX. Cytotoxicity was
assessed on two different cell populations: a stabilized murine fibroblast line (3T6) and a
tumor cell line (HeLa). The data presented here suggest a differential sensitivity of these
two populations, the tumor line exhibiting a significantly higher sensitivity to MEX. The
data strongly suggest that its toxic target is the cell membrane. In addition the results
presented here imply that MEX may contain one or more agents that could find a potential
use in anti-proliferative therapy.
Keywords: Neem oil; MEX; Cytoxicity; Lipo-peroxidation; Cell Membrane.

Introduction
Neem oil is a natural mixture of biological interest obtained from the seeds of the tree Azadirachta
indica (A. Juss), commonly known as the Neem tree. This oil is of common usage in popular medicine
and is still considered in India as the “village pharmacy” since its fruit, leaves, bark and roots contain
compounds with several biological properties: reports exist on the ability of Neem extracts to combat
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fungal infections, inflammation as well as viral and bacterial infections [1]. In addition, leaf extracts of
A. indica show potential antitumor activity, since they protect from tumor induction in a rat model of
gastric cancer [2]. Therefore this natural mixture is very interesting for its potential biotechnological
applications.
Neem oil has a very heterogeneous composition, which may vary depending upon the habitat and
the environmental situation where the plant grows. In any case the oil contains high levels of
terpenoids, limonoids, volatile compounds and sulphur modified fatty substances [3]. The most studied
component of Neem oil is azadirachtin, a tetra-nor-triterpenoid compound very active in pest and
insect control. In our laboratory we prepared a methanolic extract (MEX) of the whole Neem oil,
deprived of the terpenoid/limonoid moiety and tested the cytotoxic activity of this azadirachtin-free
extract. Our conclusion was that the cytotoxic effect exhibited by MEX is not attributable to
azadirachtin but rather to other bio-active molecules [4].
One of the research lines developed in our laboratory is the study of the biological activity of
different natural compounds [4-7]. In particular, we recently evaluated the effects of MEX in cultured
mouse fibroblasts where we observed a cytotoxic effect induced by this methanolic extract obtained
from the whole Neem oil. Our results indicate that MEX might cause cell death via the activation of
apoptotic pathway following significant membrane damage [4-7]. In this report we address two
different questions, i.e.: 1. Investigating whether MEX has differential cytotoxic action on tumor cells
as compared to normal ones and: 2. Elucidating the mode of apoptosis.
The results discussed in this work show that HeLa tumor cells are sensitive to a lower dosage of
MEX as compared to stabilized mouse fibroblasts 3T6. Also, the cell membrane appears to be the main
target of the extract as shown by lipoperoxidation assays: this observation, in particular, validates and
expands former results published by our laboratory [7].
Results and Discussion
Effect of MEX on the cell viability: differential sensitivity of 3T6 and HeLa cells
In a first series of assays we evaluated the cytotoxicity of MEX both on 3T6 and HeLa cells by the
MTT assay [8]. Cells were treated with four different concentrations of extract (Figure 1 and legend,
for details). MEX was diluted with ethanol prior to use. At the experimental concentration (2% v/v)
this solvent was not detrimental for cell survival since a modest effect on viability as compared to
ethanol-free cultures is monitored. Treatment at relatively low concentrations of MEX (0.1 and 0.3
mg/mL) is not dramatically cytotoxic, while viability is strongly reduced at higher concentrations (1.0
mg/mL) where almost the whole cell population fails to survive to the administration of MEX.
Analogous treatments on HeLa cells, showed a higher toxicity of MEX as compared to 3T6 in the
same experimental conditions. In all subsequent experiments, treatments were performed for 24 hours
at 0.5 mg/mL of MEX since this concentration is not too drastic for cells but causes a significant loss
of vitality.
The apparently higher sensitivity of HeLa cells to MEX was further investigated by a different
approach. The rationale of this experiment was that, due the intrinsically different nature and
physiology of the two cell types, a differential sensitivity to MEX might exist.
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Figure 1. Vitality of 3T6 cell (blue bars) compared to HeLa cells (green bars) after
treatment with MEX at different concentrations (central red area). Cell survival is reported
as percent with respect to untreated cultures. All samples were in 2% ethanol (final
concentration) except for the first two bars to the left where ethanol was absent. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean (mean ± SEM).

Table 1. Schematic summary of cell death induced by ethanol and Mex on 3T6 and HeLa
cells. Treatment with MEX was continued for 24 hrs at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL.
Three independent experiments were performed and results are shown as ± standard
deviation (mean ± SD).
3T6 Cells in 2% EtOH

HeLa Cells in 2% EtOH

Sample

Vital

Dead

Sample

Vital

Dead

1

72±2

6±1

1

75±3

7±1

2

74±2

7±1

2

88±4

10±1

3

81±3

9±2

3

100±2

14±3

Average cell mortality 8.7%

Average cell mortality 9.1%

MEX-treated 3T6 Cells

MEX-treated HeLa Cells

Sample

Vital

Dead

Sample

Vital

Dead

1

56±2

12±1

1

36±3

20±2

2

60±1

15±1

2

54±2

42±1

3

48±2

12±2

3

57±2

39±1

Average cell mortality 19.2%

Average cell mortality 40%

Therefore this hypothesis was further evaluated by vital cell count after Trypan Blue staining. An
identical number of the two cell types was plated, MEX was added and the cells were counted after 24
hours of treatment. Results are shown in Table 1: a higher sensitivity of HeLa cells is evident since
treatment with MEX causes two-fold higher cell mortality in HeLa as compared to 3T6 cells.
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Selective cytotoxicity can be demonstrated by PCR
In this experiment 3T6 and HeLa cells were co-cultured. Duplication time of 3T6 is about 1.5 to 2fold shorter than that of Hela cells. Therefore, different amounts of the two cell types were plated: in
this way, at the end of the treatment with MEX, an identical number of cells could be harvested from
the same mixed culture. Furthermore, parallel cultures of both cell types were grown separately and, at
the end of the experiment, they were trypsinized and counted. In all experiments cell count was never
different by more than 5% (data not shown). The analysis by RT-PCR, demonstrated that HLM, a
tumor specific protein, as expected, is expressed only in HeLa cells cultures (Figure 2A, lane 2). In the
case of co-cultured cells, 5 x 105 3T6 were plated along with 8 x 105 Hela cells (time 0 of the
experiment). The respective number of cells was 25 x 105 3T6 and 26 x 105 HeLa at harvest time. The
result of Figure 2B, shows a fainter band for HLM is after treatment with MEX while the actin band
shows the same intensity. This supports the idea that MEX is selectively toxic for tumor cells (Figure
2B, lane 2).
Figure 2. A) Expression of the HLM gene (lane 2) which is absent in 3T6 cells (lane 3).
The upper band is the internal reference standard (actin) in HeLa (lane 1) and in 3T6 (lane
3). B) Amplification of the HLM gene in co-cultured 3T6 and Hela cells. Upper band as in
Figure 3A. M is a commercial molecular weight marker (100 bp multimer). C) Quantitative
analysis of the amplification products reported in B) normalized to the actin amplification
product. Error bars (panel C) represent the standard error of the mean (mean ± SEM).

The cell membrane is the main target of MEX and the oxidative damage is abolished by the presence
of antioxidants.
Treatment with MEX, as already demonstrated in our laboratory by a biophysical approach, alters
the structure of the plasma-membrane [7], therefore the level of membrane lipoperoxidation was
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evaluated since this phenomenon is considered a very good indicator of oxidative stress and membrane
damage both in cell cultures and in fresh tissues [9, 10].
Figure 3. Concentration of malonaldialdehyde [MDA, μM] after treatment with MEX
(central bar). MDA concentration is about 25-fold higher as compared to untreated controls
(left bar). The effect of treatment with H2O2 is shown by the right bar. Error bars represent
the standard error of the (mean ± SEM).

Extracts were prepared from cells treated according to the standard protocol (24 hours MEX at 0.5
mg/mL) and the concentration of malonaldialdehyde (MDA) was quantitatively measured by
spectrophotometry. The positive control was represented by cells treated with hydrogen peroxide (5
minutes at 0.2% final concentration) which is a well known inducer of oxidative stress and consequent
apoptosis [11-13]. The result shows (Figure 3) that in control cells a very limited, if any, production of
MDA occurs. On the contrary the intracellular concentration of MDA increases significantly after
treatment with MEX and this is a direct evidence of oxidative stress. In the light of this result we can
reasonably conclude that apoptosis caused by MEX is attributable to oxidative stress with consequent
structural and functional alteration of the plasma membrane.
This conclusion is further corroborated by the results presented in Figure 4. As a matter of fact, the
treatment with MEX in presence of three compounds known for their action as peroxide scavengers
and/or antioxidants such as curcumin (third bar from the left), Trolox® (fourth bar) and resveratrol
(fifth bar) [14-18], strongly reduce the intracellular formation of MDA. This result, combined the
lipoperoxidation data, indicates that the methanolic extract induces an oxidative stress at membrane
level which eventually leads to apoptotic death.
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Figure 4. Reduction of the production of MDA in 3t6 cells after treatment with MEX (red
central area) in the presence of three different antioxidant curcumin (C), trolox (Tr) and
resveratrol (Rv) shown respectively in the third, fourth and fifth bar. These compounds
reduce drastically the oxidative stress also after treatment with H2O2 in the absence of
MEX (bars with white central area). Error bars represent the standard error of the standard
of the mean (mean ± SEM).

Neem oil is a natural complex mixture endowed of diverse biological properties: for centuries it has
been used in Ayurvedic and popular medicine. However a few recent scientific works investigated the
potential of this natural mixture and of purified compounds in the control of virus and cell
proliferation. In this work we evaluate the differential cytotoxic activity of the methanolic extract
MEX towards normal and tumor cells. The negative control of cell proliferation exerted by MEX was
already investigated in this laboratory [4] and, in addition, the cytotoxic effect is more pronounced on
tumor cells as evidenced by the data presented in this work.
All treatments with MEX were performed at a concentration which is not dramatically toxic. As a
matter of fact, survival of about 50% of the cell population is observed after 24 hour of exposure to the
mixture. Thus, one can investigate the effects of MEX at cellular/molecular level, since a significant
portion of the cell population in still viable. Also, it is worth noting that an evident threshold effect
exists between 0.3 and 0.5 mg/mL: as a matter of fact at the lower concentration 3T6 cells seem to be
unaffected while HeLa cells show a more pronounced mortality.
The differential activity of MEX on tumor cells was evidenced by MTT evaluation of cell survival
as well as by vital cell counts after Trypan blue staining. The apparent discrepancy in survival rate
measured by MMT and Trypan blue vital cell count is very likely due to the difference in the
approach: namely, MTT permits a specific and quantitative evaluation of the mitochondrial damage
while Trypan blue reveals the actual number of dead cells, since these are no longer able to eliminate
the dye from the cytoplasm. Therefore Trypan blue acts at a more general level. The differential
mortality was validated also by experiments where HeLa cells were co-cultured with 3T6 mouse
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fibroblasts. The duplication time for 3T6 and Hela is different, therefore we set up adequate plating
conditions to have about the same number of cells at the end of the experiment. In any case, in each
experiment, parallel plates were grown and treated in same conditions but seeded with only one cell
type. At the end of each experiment cells were trypsinized and counted to assure that their number was
comparable: the final number of cells in no case differed more than 5%. The results of these
experiments demonstrated by RT PCR that the level of the mRNA for the HLM gene, which is
expressed specifically in tumor cells and is involved in the generation of metastases [19], is
significantly reduced after treatment with MEX. This data is qualitative but, in any case, suggests that
MEX could have a potential use as anti-proliferative drugs. The active purified component is yet to be
identified although work is in progress in our laboratory (Ricci, Nardone, Risuleo, manuscript in
preparation). However, one could speculate that a single purified component may not be as efficient as
the MEX fraction since synergic effects of different components present in the mixture may occur
(Ricci, unpublished observations).
Cell death follows two different pathways: necrosis and apoptosis but the two mechanisms are not
mutually exclusive. In a previous paper we presented data suggesting that MEX induces cell death by
apoptosis [4]. In addition, data from our laboratory, obtained by a biophysical approach, strongly
suggest that MEX alters the dielectric properties of the membrane thus inducing extensive damage [7].
In this work we demonstrate, by a specific and quantitative lipo-peroxidation assay, that the main
target of MEX is indeed the cell membrane. These data were obtained measuring the intracellular
concentration of MDA which is produced as a consequence of oxidative stress at lipid level. MDA is a
very reactive dihaldeyde [9, 20] which forms stable covalent bonds inducing structural alterations of
biopolymers in general and of phospholipids in particular. The negligible amount of MDA found also
in untreated sample must considered “physiological” since it derives, very likely, from not fully
functional cells present in the controls. The oxidative stress was abolished if the treatment with MEX
was performed in the presence of scavengers of reactive oxygen species such as trolox, a water soluble
analogous vitamin E [14-16], or known antioxidants such as curcumin [17] and resveratrol [18]. It is
known that the cross-links phospholidid-MDA-phospholipid cause, eventually, an increased membrane
fluidity [21] which ends in its structural damage [7]. Furthermore, the abolition of the oxidative
damage by curcumin implies that the endoplasmic reticulum, as demonstrated in other experimental
models [17], is involved in the apoptotic process activated by MEX. The data presented here refer to
3T6 cells only, but analogous results were obtained with Hela cells (data not shown).
Conclusions
In conclusion, the cytotoxicity of MEX is attributable to the drastic structural alterations of the
plasma membrane which involves the destruction of the membrane lipids and consequent loss of
function. This may also explain the reason for the differential toxicity exerted by MEX on tumor cells:
it is known in fact, that tumor transformation induces modifications of plasma membrane lipid bi-layer
and an increased level of lipid phosphorylation. In the light of these results it could be envisaged a
possible use of Neem components as anti-proliferative agents.
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Experimental
Cell cultures: both 3T6 and HeLa cells were grown in high glucose DMEM, supplemented with
newborn bovine serum (10% final concentration) glutamine (50 mM) and penicillin-streptomycin
(10000 U/mL). Growth temperature was 37 °C in controlled humidity at 5% CO2. Cells were routinely
passaged every third day.
Preparation of MEX: Whole Neem oil was supplied by Trifoglio-MR GmgH (Lahnau – Germany).
This material was used throughout the work since its formulation is consistent, thus providing
reproducible results. The Methanolic Extract (MEX) was obtained by six consecutive methanol
extractions (twice the volume of the whole oil each time). The extract was subsequently freeze-dried in
vacuo and the pellet thus obtained was dissolved in ethanol in a stock solution at a concentration of
100 mg/mL: for details on the procedure see [4].
Cell viability: cell viability was assessed by the colorimetric MTT assay [8]. Absorbance was
measured at 570 nm to obtain a standard cell count. The number of cells surviving to the treatment
with MEX was also evaluated by vital cell count in Trypan Blue in a Burker chamber.
RNA extraction and RT-PCR conditions: total RNA purification was performed by the Nucleospin
RNA extraction kit (Macherey-Nagel). The cDNA synthesis was performed using 1 μg of total RNA
as template and 200 units of MMLV reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Amplification by PCR was
performed using a Geneamp 2400 (Applied Biosystems), and ExTaq DNA polymerase (Takara). RTPCR was performed in the following conditions: annealing temperature was 63.5 °C for the actin and
63.9° C for the HLM primers, respectively. The thermal cycler was set at 72 °C for 5 minutes with
intervals at 60 °C (30 seconds), denaturation was at 94 °C, a total number of 25 cycles was performed.
Below the forward and reverse primers for actin and HLM are reported:
Act fw: 5’ CGGGGTCTTTGTCTGAGC 3’, Act rv: 5’ CACGATTGGGGATAAAGGAA 3’
HLM fw: 5’GTGCACTTGGAGGAAACCAT3’, HLM rv: 5’ACTCGCCTCTTGACTTTGGA3’
Evaluation of the cytoplasm membrane stress: lipid peroxidation is a commonly accepted diagnostic
and well established biochemical mechanism of cellular damage in both plants and animals. Evaluation
of lipid peroxidation is a good indicator of oxidative stress in cultured cells and in tissues [22-24]. To
determine the oxidative stress at membrane level we used a quantitative assay based on the
intracellular formation of malondialdehyde (MDA) measured by the commercial kit LPO-586 (Oxis
Health Research Products Portland, Or. USA. This assay is based on the reaction of the chromophore,
N-methyl-2-phenylindole (NMP) reacts with MDA and 4-hydroxyalkenals after incubation at 45 °C. A
single MDA molecule reacts with NMP molecules generating a stable chromophore whose absorbance
can be spectrophotometrically measured at a 586 nm. Absorbance values can be directly converted in
molar concentration of MDA and an example of standard curve is provided in Figure 5.
Statistical analysis: data are presented as mean values of at least 3 independent experiments ± standard
deviation (mean ± SD) (Table 1) or ± standard error (mean ± SEM) (see captions of each figure).
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Figure 5. Production of MDA plotted vs. absorbance with the formation of a standard
reference curve.
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